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Abstract. This study presents an expandable essential secret image sharing structure
showing that some important shared images, named essential ones, are necessary when re-
covering the secret image and the proposed structure must incorporate other secret image
sharing scheme to expand to a new secret image sharing scheme with multiple functions.
An (s, t, n) essential secret image sharing structure shares a secret image with two kinds
of shared images, essential and non-essential ones, and the total number of shared im-
ages is n. Two criteria must be met to recover the secret image. Firstly, the number
of essential images must be at least s. Secondly, the number of collected shared images,
including essential and non-essential ones, must be at least t. An essential participant
holds his secret key as a conventional secret key concatenated by a shared essential key.
The shared image for a non-essential participant is the XOR result of a correct shared
image and a disturbed image generated from the essential key. Experimental results re-
veal that the proposed method distinguishes essential and non-essential shared images,
and keeps the threshold on essential shared images in recovering the secret image.
Keywords: (s, t, n) secret image sharing structure, Essential shared image, Non-
essential shared image.

1. Introduction. Nowadays, digital images are popularly used in daily life, and making
it important to protect valuable images during storage or transmission. The secret image
sharing technique is an efficient way to protect digital images. This technique works by
sharing one secret image among shared images (which all look like noise images), and
then gathering enough shared images to recover the secret image.

Thien and Lin were the first work to utilize the Shamir-Lagrange method to share
and recover secret images [1], and then many researchers later presented other functional
secret image sharing schemes, like cheater detection [2], progressive [3, 4, 5, 6], multi-
thresholds [7, 8], weighted [9], visual cryptography and secret image sharing [10, 11],
scalable [12, 13], and invertible sharing [14, 15, 16]. Excepting the Shamir-Lagrange
method, many other methods, like Blakley [17], Boolean [18, 19], and Chinese Remainder
Theorem [20, 21], are also used to share important images secretly.

Although numerous secret image sharing methods have been presented, an efficient
scheme for distinguishing essential and non-essential participants has not been proposed.
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The difference comes from the roles of participants played being important or not. Mean-
while, in recovering the secret image, essential participants should play more important
roles than others do. Yang et al. [22] used two-layered hierarchy structure to assign
different weight on essential and non-essential shared images.

This paper presents an (s, t, n) essential secret image sharing structure that needs
another secret image sharing scheme (S.I.S.)[1-22]. The proposed structure generates a
secret image sharing scheme with multiple functions. The secret image is shared with n
shared images. Two kinds of shared images, essential and non-essential, are generated
from the proposed structure. In the sharing algorithm, a disturbed image generated from
an essential key is needed. Each essential participant possesses a combined secret key,
composed of a secret key in S.I.S. and a shared essential key. Each non-essential shared
image is the XOR result of the correct shared image and the disturbed image, which is
generated from the essential key.

In the recovering algorithm, s essential shared images and totally t shared images are
needed to recover the secret image. The essential key is first recovered from the shared
essential key possessed by s essential participants. The disturbed image, generated from
the essential key, is used to acquire correct shared images. At last, the secret image can
be perfectly recovered when the number of essential and non-essential shared images is t.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed essential
secret image sharing structure. Algorithms of sharing a secret image among shared images
and recovering the secret image from shared images are presented in sections 2.1 and
2.2, respectively. Section 3 presents experimental results and comparisons between the
proposed structure and other related works. I draw conclusions in Section 4, and propose
future research.

2. Proposed (s, t, n) Essential Secret Image Sharing Structure. This section in-
troduces the proposed (s, t, n) essential secret image sharing structure. Figure 1 depicts
the structure of the proposed structure, in which a secret image sharing scheme is required
and named as S.I.S. sharing procedure. The proposed structure generates essential and
non-essential shared images with numbers n e and n-n e, respectively. Collecting s essen-
tial shared images and t shared images recover the secret image. Moreover, the sharing
and recovering procedures of an S.I.S. can be replaced by any existing secret image sharing
scheme, which may be a Shamir-Lagrange or Chinese Remainder Theorem based scheme.
The proposed sharing and recovering algorithms are presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2,
respectively.

2.1. Sharing Algorithm. Another secret image sharing scheme, denoted by (S.I.S.) is
needed in the proposed sharing structure. The S.I.S. scheme can be purely secret image
sharing schemes [1, 17, 20] or other functional secret image sharing schemes [2-16]. In
an (s, t, n) essential secret image sharing structure (s ≤ t ≤ n), an essential key ek, the
essential key generated disturbed image R, and the Shamir-Lagrange scheme are required.
Two kinds of participants, essential and non-essential ones, share the secret image. The
difference between these two participants is that each essential participant takes an extra
key, and each non-essential participant takes a modified shared image. Assume that
the numbers of essential and non-essential participants are ne and n − ne, respectively.
Therefore, without loss of generality, participant i (1 ≤ i ≤ n e) is an essential participant
and participant j (n e + 1 ≤ j ≤ n) is a non-essential participant. The present sharing
algorithm is as follows.

1. Share the secret image to n shared images Si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and their corresponding
secret key ki by an S.I.S. scheme.
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Figure 1. Flow of the proposed structure

2. For all non-essential shared images Sj (n e + 1 ≤ j ≤ n), perform the following
calculation to acquire modified shared images

S ′j = Sj ⊕R (1)

where R is the disturbed image generated from the essential key ek.
3. Randomly select s−1 numbers a1, · · · , as−1 and calculate shared essential keys E(ki)

by the following calculation

E(x) = as−1x
s−1 + as−2x

s−2 + · · ·+ a1x + ek(mod p) (2)

where p denotes a prime number that is larger than each secret key ki(1 ≤ i ≤ n e).
4. For each essential participant, concatenate each shared essential key E(ki) corre-

sponding with its secret key ki to form a new secret key, denoted by ki ‖ E(ki), and
assign shared image Si corresponding with the new secret key ki ‖ E(ki) to participant
i(1 ≤ i ≤ ne).

5. For each non-essential participant, assign modified shared image S ′j corresponding
with secret key kj to participant j(n e + 1 ≤ j ≤ n).
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Notably, in Step 1 of the sharing algorithm, any S.I.S. scheme as a S.I.S. sharing
procedure block denoted in Figure 2 should be used. The number of essential participants
is n e and it cannot be smaller than threshold s. Figure 2 shows the proposed sharing
algorithm, in which grey blocks represent images or shared images.

Figure 2. The proposed sharing algorithm

2.2. Recovering Algorithm. The proposed (s, t, n) secret image sharing structure
ensures that s essential shared images and totally t shared images recover the secret
image. The first step in the recovering algorithm is to recover the essential key e k from
s shared essential keys. Then, the disturbed image R, generated from the essential key
e k, is used by performing the XOR operation to all non-essential shared images to obtain
correct non-essential shared images. At last, the secret image is recovered from totally t
essential and correct non-essential shared images. The recovering algorithm is illustrated
as follows.

1. Gather s essential shared keys denoted by kb ‖ yb{1 ≤ b ≤ s} to calculate the
essential key e k as the constant term in the following Lagrange Interpolation

r(x) =
s∑

b=1

yb

s∏
j=1,j 6=b

x− kj
kb − kj

= at−1x
t−1 + at−2x

t−2 + .. + a1x + e k(mod p) (3)

where p denotes the same prime number used in Eq. (2).
2. Generate the disturbed image R from the essential key ek.
3. Perform the XOR operation on the disturbed image R and each non-essential shared

image S ′b to acquire correct non-essential shared image Sb by Eq. (4)

Sb = S ′b ⊕R (4)
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4. Rename all essential and correct non-essential shared images with their corresponding
secret key by Si (1 ≤ i ≤ t) and ki (1 ≤ i ≤ t), respectively.

5. Perform the recovering procedure of S.I.S. scheme to acquire the reconstructed
image S.

Figure 3 depicts the important steps and notations of the proposed recovering algorithm.
This figure shows that s shared secret keys recover the essential key ek by the Lagrange
Interpolation. Then, the disturbed image R, which is generated from ek, is adopted to
acquire correct non-essential shared images. At last, applying t essential and correct non-
essential shared images with corresponding secret keys to an S.I.S. recovering procedure
acquires the secret image.

Figure 3. The proposed recovering algorithm

3. Experimental Results and Discussion.
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3.1. Experimental Results. This section presents experimental results obtained from
the proposed structure. The test image is LENA with size 512 × 512 and the utilized
secret image sharing scheme is literature [20], which is a Chinese Remainder Theorem
based secret image sharing scheme. The selected secret prime keys are 211, 227, 233, 241,
251 and the essential key is 399. The thresholds (s, t, n) are selected as (2, 4, 5). This
threshold assignment shares the secret image among 5 shared images, including essential
and non-essential shared images. In our experiments, the numbers of essential and non-
essential shared images are 2 and 3, respectively. Therefore, collecting 2 essential shared
images and 2 non-essential shared images recovers the secret image.

Figure 4.(a) presents the secret image LENA and Figs. 4.(b)-4.(f) depict the calculated
5 shared images with size 512×256, in which Figs. 4.(b)-4.(c) depict two essential shared
images and Figs. 4.(d)-4.(f) depict three non-essential shared images. For the essential
property, Figs. 4.(d)-4.(f) are results obtained by performing the XOR operation on
correct non-essential shared images and the generated disturbed image R, which is shown
in Figure 4.(g).

Two different recovering experimental results are provided in Figs. 4.(h) and 4.(i).
Figure 4.(h) shows the reconstructed image by four shared images, Figs. 4.(c)-4.(f).
Although the number of collected shared images is 4, the reconstructed image is not
correct because number of essential shared images is less than 2, and the disturbed image
R cannot be generated. Therefore, we cannot acquire the correct non-essential shared
image to recover the secret image. Figure 4.(i) depicts the reconstructed image by shared
images as shown in Figs. 4.(b)-4.(e). In this case, the number of essential shared images
satisfies the threshold s and so the essential key ek can be acquired. The disturbed image
R, which is generated by ek, is then adopted to obtain correct non-essential shared images.
Therefore, 4 correct shared images are enough to acquire the correct reconstructed image
as shown in Figure 4.(i). We can also conclude that using Figs. 4.(b), 4.(c), 4.(e), 4.(f)
or using Figs. 4.(b)-4.(d), 4.(f) can recover the secret image, too.

Figure 5 depicts experimental results of sharing another test image Baboon. Like the
results shown in Fig. 4, each shared images as given in Figs. 5.(b)-5.(f) are all random-like
images. The false and correct recoveries using Figs. 5.(b), 5.(d)-5.(f) and Figs. 5.(b)-5.(e)
are presented in Fig. 5.(h) and Fig. 5.(i), respectively.

The experimental results above show that the proposed (s, t, n) essential secret image
sharing structure efficiently ensures that s essential shared images and t shared images
are needed to recover the secret image. These two criteria can be more clearly defined as
follows. Firstly, s essential shared keys are needed to acquire the essential key ek for gen-
erating the disturbed image R. Secondly, the total number of essential and non-essential
shared images must be t. The first criterion ensures that enough essential participant join
the recovering procedure, meaning that important persons are needed in the recovering
procedure. The second criterion ensures that enough members are needed to recover the
secret image. This property prevents few members from acquiring the secret image for
the system security.

At last, the proposed structure adopts another scheme to expand to a multi-functions
secret image sharing scheme. Therefore, properties in the selected secret image sharing
scheme are involved in the proposed structure. For example, our experiment adopts litera-
ture [2] to acquire a hybrid secret image sharing scheme with essential property. Therefore,
the proposed structure can adopt any secret image sharing scheme to enrich its proper-
ties. Comparing with related work [22], our proposed structure can easily combined with
other significant secret image sharing scheme rather than only includes essential property.
The proposed structure requires little computation load. The sharing algorithm includes
four parts as denoted by disturbed image generation, XOR computation, Shamir sharing,
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i)

Figure 4. (a) secret image LENNA, (b)-(c) two essential shared images,
(d)-(f) three non-essential shared images, (g) the disturbed image R, (h)
reconstructed image from (c)-(f), (i) reconstructed image from (b)-(e).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i)

Figure 5. (a) secret image Baboon, (b)-(c) two essential shared images,
(d)-(f) three non-essential shared images, (g) the disturbed image R, (h)
reconstructed image from (c)-(f), (i) reconstructed image from (b)-(e).
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and concatenation. The disturbed image generation part acquires the disturbed image
R from one essential key ek and the generation time is proportional to image size as de-
noted by O(N), where N is the image size. The XOR computation part performs XOR
calculations on non-essential shared images and the disturbed image R, which acquires
the computation complexity of O(N). The Shamir sharing part shares the essential key
ek among participants and the computation load is proportional to the secret key number
ne as denoted by O(ne). At last, the concatenation part concatenates the shared essen-
tial key with original participant key, respectively. The computation load is quite little
and it can be ignored. Therefore, the computation complexity of the proposed sharing
structure can be summarized to O(N) since the image size N is quite large than ne. The
sharing algorithm includes three parts as denoted by Lagrange interpolation, disturbed
image generation and XOR computation. Since the computation complexity of Lagrange
Interpolation is O(N2) of processing N sets of interpolating data, the computation com-
plexity of Lagrange interpolation part is O(s2). Like the sharing algorithm, the disturbed
image generation part and the XOR computation part also have the time complexity of
O(N). Since image size N is far more than essential threshold s, the time complexity of
the recovering algorithm is O(N).

3.2. Characteristics Comparison. This section compares characteristics between the
proposed structure and Shamir-Lagrange based secret image sharing methods. The com-
pared characteristics include scheme feature, combining feasibility, sharing complexity,
and recovering complexity, as shown in Table 1. These different characteristics are ex-
plained as follows.

Table 1. Characteristics compared between the proposed scheme and im-
portant literatures.

Scheme Combination Sharing Recovering
Schemes Feature Feasibility Complexity Complexity

Thien and
Lin [1]

secret image
sharing hard

≈ N
k
× (2k− 3)× n ≈ 2× k ×N

Chen and
Liu [2]

cheater
identification hard

≈ N
k
× (2k − 3)×

n + N
k
× gi ≈ 2×k×N + N

k
×f

Huang et
al. [5]

progressive
hard

≈ (2k − 3)×N ≈ 2× k ×N

Hung et
al. [6]

progressive
hard

≈ N
k
× (2k − 3)×

n + 2×N ≈ 2×k×N +2×N

Wu et
al. [16]

share to host
images hard

≈ N
k
×(2k−3)×n+

7× E + N
k
× 3× n ≈ 2×k×N +E+ N

k

proposed
scheme

essential
easy

≈ (2k − 3)× n ≈ 2× k2

(1) scheme feature: Significant features between the selected secret image sharing
schemes are compared. These properties include secret image sharing [1], progressive [5, 6],
and share to host images [16].

(2) combining feasibility: Combining feasibility means the difficulty on combining with
other secret image sharing scheme. Since all schemes have their property on sharing with
some feature. Only the proposed structure is built based on other secret image sharing
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scheme. Therefore, the proposed structure has the lowest difficulty to combine with other
secret image sharing scheme.

(3) sharing and recovering complexity: These two complexities record the multiplica-
tion of sharing and recovering procedures in all schemes. Since all schemes may require
other computations like addition, XOR, round-off, and comparison. Therefore, the com-
parisons used notation to ignore other load. Although, those computations requires fewer
CPU computation time than multiplication requires. Furthermore, the defined thresholds
are (t, n), meaning to share a secret image to n shared images and collecting t shared
images recover the secret image. Some other notations should be introduced. Chen and
Liu [2] used gi to be user selected integer. Wu et al. [16] partitioned the secret image to
combination of 1×2 blocks, in which E represents the number of edge blocks.

Figure 4, Figure 5 and Table 1 show that the proposed (s, t, n) essential secret image
sharing structure has essential and easily combined characteristics, that is rarely found in
previous secret image sharing schemes [1-22]. The most important characteristic in the
proposed scheme is that it easily incorporates other secret image sharing schemes to enrich
the hybrid scheme for complementing other secret image sharing scheme. Significance of
the proposed structure is thus revealed.

4. Conclusions. This work presents another secret image sharing scheme-based tech-
nique with the properties of essential thresholds. The proposed (s, t, n) essential secret
image sharing structure shares a secret image with essential and non-essential shared im-
ages with the property that s essential shared images and t shared images recovers the
secret image. This property ensures a secure sharing system with the essential property
of requiring both important members and enough members to recover the secret image.
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method exhibits the essential prop-
erty well, and can be easily incorporated other secret image sharing schemes. Future work
will focus on a secure secret image sharing scheme for detecting cheaters in secret keys
and shared images.
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